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Preface

While doing
oing research for
fo our ﬁrst
rst set of bullying
bullyin studies,
dies, we arranged
arrange to collect
ollect
ct
data in se
several
to comal schools in
i a rural
ra area.
ea. As ﬁshing
ﬁshi enthusiasts,
thusiasts,
husiasts, we planned
pla
bine research with angling
a
g on one
on of the nearby
by azure lakes. It
I was difﬁcult to
imagine
magine
gine that any
a sinisterr events
nts would
wou disturb
b thee dark green pine forests
orests and skyreﬂecting
ﬂecting
ecting lakes.
lake
lakes We saw the entire region
n through
rough rose-coloured
rose-c
red glasses in our
siasm for wetting
etting a line.
line
enthusiasm
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One nightt in our cabin, we
w nosed
d inquisitively through
ugh the
he surveys collected
col
on the trip.
p. Two questio
questionnaires
question
s truly stood
ood
d out.
out
ou One included an articulate
articu
ar
stateow miserable
miserabl a fourteen-year-old
urteen-yearurteen-year-ol
as to
o be harassed,
harasse d
ment of how
boy was
day after endless day,
y, about being
bein
bei a “fag”.
fag”.
g”. He wrote that he could not wait
w until he turned
sixteen
en and could
cou legally
lly leave school.
school A note
schoo
ote from
om a secon
second sstudent at the same
school
chool was eeven more intensely
tensely pe
pessimistic.
stic.. This young ma
man, age sixteen, said he
had “tho
“thou
“thought about suicide because
bec
they
heyy say I am gay”. Whether
W
these two young
men were
w
gay, straight or questioning,
ning, it seemed profo
profoundly
p
unfair to us that they
had to live their lives in such fear
ear and misery. This
T stuck with us over the years as
we thought about our work in bullying prevention.
prevent
preven
In our frustration, the best that we
w could
coul do at the time was to alert the school
counsellor that two young men were
ere in extremis. In the intervening years, we have
come to conclude that schools need to be recast as communities of caring. One of
the ways that belief is reﬂected in this book is with a new chapter on the bullying
of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender students. Recognition of the rights of gay,
lesbian, bisexual, transgender and questioning youngsters to be free from peer
harassment has taken on a sense of urgency among researchers and practitioners.
Chapter 11 of this book addresses this issue in detail.
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An Overview of Bullying

Summary
• Schools exist within a culture that is steeped in violence and fascinated with
aggression.
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• Bullying increases the risk for more serious types of violence, interferes with learning
and threatens the long-term well-being of both bullies and victims.
• While progress is being made in some areas, especially in reductions in the most
st
dangerous forms of aggression at school, many schools offer neither the physical
ysical no
nor
the psychological safety that young people need to learn effectively.
• Bullying is the physical or psychological harassment
rassm
of someone with less power by
e a single tormentor or, in
n the case o
someone with more power. It can involve
of
mobbing, many students harassing an individual.
• The families of bullies share fundamental
characteristics with the fam
families of
undamental cha
aggressive children. Parents tend
end to be em
emotionally cold,
old, hostile and uninvolved.
Children learn bullying as they
hey observe harsh discipline
cipline or phys
physical abuse at home.
• Many acts of bullying
g may be ins
instrumental—that
—that is, comm
committed in order
der tto get the
ve a social prob
bully what he or she wants o
or to resolve
problem in the bully’s favo
favour.

nderstand bullyin
mportant to take into consideration
ideration th
• To fully understand
bullying, it is important
the role of the
attitude of close peer
er associate
home and the attitudes
associates and of the larger comm
community.
en relationall aggre
ference or
• Sexual hara
harassment,
aggression, harassmentt based on sexual preference
exp
yberbullyin are key aspects
ects of bully
gender expression,
and cyberbullying
bullying that must be
ssed.
understood and addressed.
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• Many schools have a legal ob
obligation to
o work to preve
prevent bullying. School ofﬁ
ofﬁcials
have a moral obligation to do so.
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Chapter 3

A Bullying Intervention
Model

Studentss have a right to be safe
fe while growin
growing, learning
rning and devel
developing.. This
his
chapter p
presents
educators can
and prevent
ents a set of principles
ip that educa
educat
an
n use to treat an
vent
nt bullying;; the rem
remaining
ning cchapters
ers expa
expand
xpa on this
tth model
odel
el and explore
explor a variety
riety of suggestions
estions
tions and pro
procedures
p
s in more dept
de
depth.

w

Many adu
adults resist
sist anti-bullying
anti-bullyin campaigns,
paigns,
ns, for und
unde
understandable
dablee reasons. They
T
w
contr
ssue.
sue. Acknowled
roblem may se
may nott want
to raise a controve
controversial issue.
Acknowledging the problem
seem
like an admission
sion of past failure
failu or a challenge
hallenge
allenge to their
th authority,
uthority,
ity, professional
professiona
professi
skills
or parenting
ing abilities. The
Th
They mayy believe
believ that
hat nothing
no
n
can be done about
a
bullying.
part of the social
ociall order that ho
Some may see bullyin
bullying as a natural par
hones adaptive
competitive
mpetitive
itive and ag
aggressive
ve instincts.
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But it is imp
important for
or anti-bullying
anti-bullyin advocates
anti-bullyi
ocates
tes to persist—their
persist—th
pers
efforts can make
a crucial difference
dif
to children’s
dren’s quality
dren’
q
y of life.
fe. Chapters
Chapter 1 and 2 present powerful
evidence both that peer abuse is damaging
amaging
ging and that
t
it can be reduced. Further,
experience shows that programss to prevent
bullying and aggression also tend to
exp
exper
revent bullyin
b
re
reduce many other problems, such
h as high rat
rates of suspensions (Twemlow et al.,
2001), absenteeism and vandalism
Olweus & Alsaker, 1991).
dalism
lism (Olweus, 1993b;
19

The Bullying Prevention Committee
mm
mmitte

While the vision for an anti-bullying program may begin with one person, the
challenge of formulating goals and setting an agenda needs the help of many. An
anti-bullying committee should represent all constituencies that will be affected
by the campaign; this will minimise potential for resistance. Parents, teachers, students (where age is appropriate) and administrators, at a minimum, must participate if an anti-bullying campaign is to succeed.
© 2010 Hawker Brownlow Education • SOT5418
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THE BULLYING PREVENTION HANDBOOK
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This approach is not an attempt to blame families. To the contrary, families
need all the respect and support possible from schools, just as schools need
respect, support and assistance from families, especially in preventing violence.
Constructive partnerships between families and schools lie at the core of nearly
every successful bullying-reduction program (Duncan, 2004; Hoover, Johnson, Nol
Noll
& Olsen, 2008).
This chapter examines dynamics that are often found in the familiess off bullies
d byy bullies. It
and others that occur frequently in the families of students victimised
rv
parentin
describes counselling and educational interventions
as well as positive parenting
re positive
po
p
–family
family partnerships.
partners
partnersh
alternatives and suggestions for forming more
school–family

ims, it is essential
ess
e
cultura
cultur considIn the case of both bullies and victims,
to weigh cultural
s. For
or example, in families
milies of certain cultures,
c
erations when screening families.
parrong authority that theyy would not seek or accept
ents traditionally have such strong
n in family deci
movar & Por
P
much input from children
decisions (Samovar
Porter, 1991). In such
hat deal
eal with dominance
do
ce and control would
w
b be omitted
cases, checklist items that
best
hapter 12 d
di
es cross-cultural
cross-cultura considerations
ideratio
atio in more
from consideration.. Chapter
discusses
depth.

Bullies and
d Their Families
Famil

It can b
be helpful
elpful tto think
elpfu
nk off ffamily
ly dyn
dynamics in terms of two
tw key attributes:
responsiveness,
ponsivenes or how attuned
ponsiveness
ttuned
ned par
pare
parents are to their
ir children’s
children’ physical,
cal, social and
emotional
motional
otional needs
need
nee and how
w much they support
ort their
heir children’s
children
childre growing
owing
ng autonomy
autonomy;
and demand
demandingness,
ss, or the extent
exten to which parents demand
de
d mature
ature behaviour,
behavi
behaviour
supervise
se activities
ties
ies and discipline
disciplin transgressions.
discip
nsgressions.
sgressions. These
The
Th
attributes
ributes
tes are explained
explaine in
exp
more detail later
aterr in this chapter
chap in the
th discussion (page
(p
84) of a model for
fo effective
ef
parenting
g that
at can apply to anyy family.
y
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amilies
ilies of bullies
bullie are often low in re
bull
iveness
ss and either
eit
h
Families
responsiveness
high or low in
demandingness.
emandingness.
andingness Unresponsiveness
U
ponsiveness reﬂects
reﬂe a lack
k of involvement;
involvem
involvemen family members
tend
nd to express
expr
expre ambivalent
lent feelings towards
rds the family and tto foster an emotionally cool to cold environment.
ent. W
When emotion
ion is displayed,
displaye
disp
it is most often overheated and angry, typically driven
n byy parental attempts
attem
to exert power and
con
cont
control.

Olweus (1980, 1984, 1993a)
93a)) identiﬁed six factors in the home environment
related to the development off aggressive behaviour:
beh
1. Home lives were characterised
rised b
ris
by emotional frigidity.
2. Home organisation was more likely to be chaotic.
3. Families tended to be socially isolated.
4. There was frequent parental conﬂict and disharmony.
5. Childrearing practices were largely ineffective.
6. Family order was often rigidly maintained.
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Mediation Strategies

Checklist for Working With Bullies and Classic Victims
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Protect the victim.
❏ Obtain information ﬁrst from knowledgeable adults rather than from the
victim.
❏ Interview the alleged bully or bullies ﬁrst.
❏ Conduct separate interviews with each involved party.
❏ Allow sufﬁcient time to gain information from each party involved.
❏ Offer each party adequate privacy.
❏ Assess how safe or unsafe the victim feels and adjust intervention
tion accordingly.
❏ Assess whether the victim felt supported
ed by the intervention
n and felt safe
following it.

Foster rapport and student relationships.
ps.
❏ Ensure that the room and
arrangements are
nd seating arrang
e conducive to talking
freely and sharing openly.
y.
❏ Empower students through
hrough words
word and actionss that respec
respect the dignity of each
party.
❏ Use clear language
uage and match
m
the students’
dents’ comm
communication styles
yles as closely
as possible.
ble.
en fully to what is
i being communicated—
ough words,
words but
❏ Listen
communicated—not only through
through
ough nonverbal
nonverb cues like posture and tone of voice—and give students
h time to talk.
enough
Comm
tudent that you care about
bout them aand the wayy they
❏ Communicate
to the students
reat each other.
treat
Asse whether the students
student viewed yourr actions aas positive and
d helpful.
❏ Assess
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hy between bullies
b
Promote empathy
and victims.
enviro
❏ Foster a caring environment
and an interview tone that promotes the
development
elopment of empathy.
e
❏ Refrain
efrain from b
blaming,
g, scolding and purely emotional
nal response
responses.
❏ Avoid using
morally superiorr tone.
usin an accusatory
satory or mora
❏ Avoid resorting
to put-downs.
re
put-downs
e
ssible to minimise
m
tractions during
dur
❏ Do everything
possible
distractions
the interview.
❏ Effectively communicate
ate genuine concern
oncern for the victim to the parties involved.
❏ Ensure that the bullying suspectss receive sufﬁ
sufﬁcient time and opportunity to
reﬂect on the victim’s viewpoint.
int.
❏ As a bridge to empathy, point
ground and connections that
oint out any common
com
might exist between the
e parties.
❏ Give each bullying student
nt an opportunity to put himself or herself in the place
of the victim, and utilise reverse
er role-playing to foster empathy as needed.
❏ Inform the victim of the bully or bullies’ perspective.
(continued)
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